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ABSTRACT Audio steganography hides a secret message into an audio. Existing techniques are lacking in
achieving high payload, imperceptibility in addition to robustness at the same time. They also suffer from
choosing the samples and even LSBs in an unpredictable fashion. Moreover, few adaptive techniques exist,
besides not many embed in higher LSBs. Hence, a novel LSBPWLCM method that ameliorates LSB audio
steganography is proposed. It uses piecewise linear chaotic map (PWLCM) to embed a secret message in
random samples, besides selecting one of the 4-LSBs in an unsystematic way. It is noteworthy that each
time a distinct sample and hence a differed 4-LSB is chosen as per different generated PWLCM. At first,
Huffman coding is used to lessen the secret message size. Thereafter, to ameliorate the security of the one-
time pad, random numbers are generated using PWLCM as an input key. This gives the proposed method
a dual protection by amalgamating steganography with enhanced secure one-time pad. MATLAB is used
to implement the proposed LSBPWLCM method and evaluate the imperceptibility between cover and stego
audios against standard parameters viz. Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) and Perceptual
Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ). Furthermore, its imperceptibility was tested using Mean Square Error,
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, Signal-to-Noise Ratio, Percentage Root Mean Square Difference and Audio
Fidelity. Exhaustive experiments on vastly used metrics affirm that the proposed method LSBPWLCM excel
prevailing methods regarding hiding capacity and imperceptibility. Furthermore, it is resistant to brute force
attacks having a large key space besides its dependency on the secret message size. In addition, it effectively
withstood statistical analysis, specifically histogram attack and fourth first moments. Albeit it was vigorous
towards re-sampling attacks, yet it was not very robust against LSB attacks nor noise. Assuredly, it prevails
over existing methods and beyond comparison when juxtaposed with them affirming its efficacy.

INDEX TERMS Audio steganography, hiding information, least significant bit (LSB), piecewise linear
chaotic map (PWLCM), adaptive steganography.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is absolutely crucial to ameliorate the security in commu-
nication nowadays, hence various strategies are proffered to
protect data security. Hiding the existence of a secret message
is as vital as disguising its content, ergo steganography came
into light. Specifically, audio steganography is the art and
science of hiding any secret data like textmessages and binary
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files into any audio files viz WAV, MIDI, AVI, MPEG and
MP3 files [1], [2], [3], [4]. The selection of audio media was
on account of that it has the essential quality of represent-
ing the amplitudes in real number format, hence producing
miniature distortions after embedding secret messages.

Four main facets are assessed in data hiding, namely
hiding capacity, imperceptibility, security, and robus-
tness [3], [4], [5].

• Hiding capacity is themaximum size of a secret message
that can be hidden [6], [7], [8].
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• Imperceptibilitymanifest that the cover and stego audios
are indistinguishable.

• Secure signifies not only the imperceptibility of
the secret message but testifies that it is secure/
undetectable [5].

• Robustness indicates the ability of recovering a secret
message successfully with lessen errors, besides the
ability of a stego file withstanding different attacks [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14].

As the main aim of steganography is to hide the ever
existence of the secret message, hence robustness is deemed
insignificant. Howbeit, lately many research in steganogra-
phy necessitates robustness when using lossy, noisy channel
or data transmission through social networks. In addition,
a successful extraction with minimal or even no errors is
necessary in steganography [5]. Thus, although the major
challenges of steganography are hiding capacity, impercep-
tibility and security, it can be seen that the robustness aspect
has a profound effect on a good steganography technique.

However, the above mentioned aspects are contradicting
in the sense that increasing the hiding capacity causes dete-
rioration in the imperceptibility, and conversely. Hence, the
focal point and challenge of steganography is maximizing
the hiding capacity besides ameliorating the security and
the imperceptibility while at the same time preserving the
robustness [15], [16], [17], [18], [19].

Regarding the hiding technique, audio steganography is
classified into temporal (time) domain [13], [14], [15], trans-
form domain [11], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27] and compressed [28], [29]. Time domains are char-
acterized by high hiding capacity and imperceptibility yet
low robustness. On the contrary, transform domains retain
good robustness whilst having low capacity in addition to
intricate computations. This research focuses on LSB audio
steganography in temporal (time) domain.

In fact, the problems of existing methods lies in the
following:

• Sequential embedding in LSB technique leads to easy
detection.

• Difficulty in achieving superb capacity while preserving
high imperceptibility and robustness as well as strong
security.

• Few techniques embed in higher LSBs albeit this
reduces the outcome of noise attacks.

• Lack of adaptivity, which has two facets:

– The rarity of dynamically changing the LSB bit that
is used for embedding.

– Lack of adaptivity in the choice of the sample
selected for embedding, instead of choosing the
samples sequentially.

• Imbalance which is related to uneven distribution of
secret message over the cover audio. This could be a
security breach as steganalysis will be capable of sepa-
rating embedded and clean unused intervals of the stego
audio and hence detect the secret message easily [30].

This research aims to ameliorate these issues by improv-
ing the capacity whilst preserving high imperceptibility and
security in addition to robustness. This could be achieved
through more adaptivity and distributing the secret message
over the audio in a balance fashion using the secret message
size together with the audio length dynamically [30].

The motivation of this work is to propound an adaptive
secure LSB audio steganography with superlative capacity,
high imperceptibility and robustness. The selection of the
samples as well as the LSB for embedding is to be performed
in an unpredictable fashion, and furthermore in an adaptive
way based on a random generated key and the secret message
length. These features essentially make the detection of the
secret message strenuous and the technique robust to attacks,
while at the same time preserving high imperceptibility by
disguising the secret message in higher LSBs.

Hence, the proposed method focuses on ameliorating secu-
rity, and at the same time maximizing hiding capacity, whilst
preserving high imperceptibility. It uses PWLCM in selecting
the samples and one of the 4-LSBs to embed the secret
message bits inside. Furthermore, PWLCM is also utilized
in generating random numbers to be used as an input key to
one-time pad, which provides dual protection to the proposed
method.

Therefore, by utilizing random generated numbers in the
selection of samples in the embedding process, each time
different samples are chosen thus boosting the security.
Even the choice of one of the 4-LSBs inside the sam-
ples depends on these PWLCM random generated numbers.
Hence, the embedding process is unsystematic and unforesee-
able, besides ameliorating the proposed method’s security.

Furthermore, one-time pad is used to encrypt the secret
message after compressing it by Huffman algorithm. So one-
time pad is used as a dual protection to ameliorate the security
of the proposed method. Moreover, to further enhance the
security of one-time pad, PWLCM is also used to generate its
input keys. Thus ensuring random key generation and large
key space. Furthermore, by using PWLCM, only the initial
conditions and the system parameters are exchanged in lieu
of the entire chaotic sequences solving the key distribution
difficulty.

Ergo, this study presents an ameliorated adaptive LSB
audio steganography using PWLCM. The LSBPWLCM
method exhibits high hiding capacity and superb impercep-
tibility whilst being secure, besides preserving robustness.
PWLCM generates distinct random numbers where these are
then stored in an array. After indexing then sorting the array,
the index is utilized to select the sample number and amodulo
operation on the integer value of the random number yields
one of the 4-LSBs to be chosen to embed in. Hence, the
embedding process is arbitrary and utterly random. In fact, the
proposed method is an adaptive technique as the array con-
taining the random generated numbers should be equal to the
secret message size. Moreover, encrypting a secret message
using one-time pad adds a layer of security, besides recalling
that the key is also generated using PWLCM solving the
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random key generation, large key space and key distribution
problems.

In specific, Huffman coding is a lossless data compression
method that depends on the rate of occurrence of a data
clause. The idea of reducing the secret message size enhances
the hiding capacity substantially [30], [31], [32].

A preliminary version of this work appears in [3], and
extended in a book chapter [33], where the concept of the
algorithm is presented. In this research, we further address
the challenges of keeping a superlative capacity besides pre-
serving the imperceptibility whilst ameliorating the secu-
rity. Additionally, testing it excessively against well-known
metrics.

Hereafter are the contributions of this research summed up:
• Weproposed an efficacy secure LSBPWLCM method hav-
ing superlative capacity and superb imperceptibility that
alleviate the intricacy of the contradiction of having high
imperceptibility whilst maintaining prodigious capacity.

• The embedding process is arbitrary and unforeseeable,
as different samples were chosen each time depending
on a randomly generated PWLCM values.

• Even a differed choice of one of the 4-LSBs is selected
each time according to some operation on the random
generated PWLCM values, making the embedding pro-
cess completely unpredictable.

• Moreover, the PWLCM is also used to enhance the
added security of the one-time pad to encrypt the secret
message, by resolving the random key generation, large
key space and key distribution problems. This way
achieving a steganography method with a dual protec-
tion, hence enhancing its security by amalgamating it
with a secure cryptography technique.

• The novel LSBPWLCM method was tested using standard
parameters: Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality
(PESQ) and Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality
(PEAQ) and achieved superlative results.

• The proposed method is robust against re-sampling
attacks, has high security and moreover proved high
resistance to steganalysis attacks.

• Compared to prevailing techniques, our proposed
method achieved efficacious performance regarding
standard imperceptibility tests, capacity, robustness,
security and statistical analysis affirming its supremacy.

The paper is structured as follows: section II confers the
background. Section III discuses the related work of the LSB
enhanced methods for audio steganography. Section IV elu-
cidates the proposed LSBPWLCM method. The experimental
results are presented in section V, where further the pro-
posed method is compared with existing schemes. Finally,
section VI concludes this research paper.

II. BACKGROUND
A. LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT (LSB)
LSB is the most widespread technique used because of its
simplicity. It replaces the least significant bit in a chosen
byte of the cover file to conceal the secret message [33].

Traditionally, LSB starts from the beginning of the cover file
and embed the secret message sequentially. Thus, it is easily
detectable and not resistant to steganalysis attacks [5], [34],
[35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40]. Moreover, the audio file will
have different statistical characteristics in the part where the
secret message is embedded. Hence, some researchers used
random embedding to get around this problem. However, this
random selection of samples must be kept track of to avoid
changing an already modified sample [33].

Howbeit, LSB is very prevalent having low complexity
and comparatively high capacity and high imperceptibility
quality. Moreover, as mentioned above, a good steganogra-
phy technique also entails high imperceptibility, high capac-
ity, security and robustness. Hence, its structural limitations
necessitate an improvement to the traditional approach mak-
ing it less predictable while preserving its high capacity.
Researchers [4], [34], [35], [38] are just few examples of
enhancements to LSB audio steganography. Unquestionabil-
ity, these improvements to the traditional LSB are much more
secure as they are more resistant to steganalysis attacks and
many improved the capacity and imperceptibility.

Furthermore, imperceptibility subjective testing shows that
the maximum depth giving unnoticeable distortion is the
fourth LSB layer in case of 16 bits per samples audio
sequences [33].

B. PWLCM
PWLCM is a map composing of multiple linear segments,
and has a wider range of control parameter choices. Thus,
it has a better balance property and uniform invariant density
function [3], [41]. It is defined by equation 1 [3], [41].

Yn = F(yn−1) =


yn−1 ×

1
p

if 0 ≤ yn−1 < p

(yn−1− p) ×
1

0.5 − p
ifp≤ yn−1 < 0.5

F(1 − yn−1) if 0.5 ≤ yn−1 < 1
(1)

where p ∈ (0,0.5] and yn ∈ [0,1] are the positive control
parameters and the initial conditions, respectively [3], [41].

C. ONE-TIME PAD
A one-time pad is a symmetric nonbreakable cipher that
requires the use of a single-use random secret key having the
same length as the secret message. Each bit of the secret mes-
sage is encrypted by amalgamating it with the corresponding
bit of the secret key using modular addition. It yields a ran-
dom ciphertext having no statistical relationship to the secret
message, hence it is unbreakable. The security of the one-time
pad is completely because of the randomness of the key [33].
In fact, it exhibits the perfect security property if the key has
the following requirements:

• It must be the same length as the secret message
• It must be random
• Certainly, it must not be reused
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• It must be kept entirely secret between the sender and
receipent

However, practically generating huge number of random
keys and the key distribution are the main concerns. Concern-
ing the key generation, the proposed method used PWLCM
having good randomness and large key space. Regarding the
key distribution problem, both communicating parties need
only to exchange the initial conditions and system parameters
for PWLCM, instead of the complete chaotic sequences.
Consequently, these two issues are resolved in the proposed
method.

III. RELATED WORK
A succinct survey depicting the analysis and propounded LSB
enhanced approaches for audio steganography in temporal
domain is scrutinized in this section.

Traditional LSB, being the simplest and straightforward
embedding technique, permit large payload to be hidden.
Nonetheless, its deterministic embeddingway provide attack-
ers with intentional and unintentional attacks opportunities
that may damage the data. Ergo, it is very sensitive towards
noise attacks, re-sampling, LSB attacks, amplification, com-
pression, et cetera [4].

Multifarious researchers such as [42], [43], [44], [45], [46],
[47], [48], and [49] amalgamate steganography with encryp-
tion to provide layers of security. In particular, reference [42]
uses AES to encrypt the secret message and hide in higher
LSBs. They claim that their method withstand unintentional
attacks. However, they need to evaluate their method using
widely known metrics as they just measured the PSNR.
Specifically, reference [43] uses RSA to encrypt the secret
message, and undoubtedly RSA is not very secure, especially
when compared to one-time pad. Furthermore, they did not
perform the decryption part nor any of the well-known evalu-
ation metrics. On the other hand, reference [44] utilizes RC4
cipher for encrypting secret message before hiding, yet it
works only with .wav audios. More importantly, RC4 is not
very secure. Furthermore, theirmethod is also not tested using
any of the prominent metrics. Reference [45] uses altered
Huffman encoding (MHE) to compress the secret message
and further adds another layer of defense using homomor-
phic cryptography (HC). Nonetheless, only PSNR and SNR
are dissected and evaluated. Lately, reference [48] came up
with a new idea of encrypting text based on replacement by
trimming the first half bits of ASCII code and then adding it
to the end. Moreover, the keys are encrypted and exchanged
using Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). They further use a
nondeterministic random steganography process. Albeit their
method has a low computational cost, yet only PSNR, MSE
and SSIM are evaluated and their method works on .wav
audios only. Recently, Prakash Rao and Jyothi [47] applied
AES and Blowfish to encrypt secret message before selecting
variable samples for LSB embedding. Obviously, blowfish is
not very secure, as well as their method is evaluated using
only PSNR, and there are many popular metrics that are
not measured. Due to their speed and low memory, chaotic

maps were used in varying fields such as random key genera-
tion, security and encryption [49]. Specifically, reference [46]
utilizes optimized 2D-Logistic Chaotic Map to encrypt the
secret message after compressing it using Modified Huffman
Encoding. Furthermore, the optimum selection of the samples
besides optimizing the 2D-Logistic Chaotic Map was carried
out by the enhanced Shark Smell Optimization (SSO) called
Backward Movement oriented SSO (BM-SSO).

From another facet, reference [46] besides various other
researchers such as [3], [13], [14], [33], and [50] utilized
chaotic maps to hide in an unpredictable fashion. Refer-
ence [13], which is an extension to [14], propound a model
using fractal coding and chaotic LSB to improve the hiding
capacity up to 30% while maintaining the audio impercepti-
bility. Their method has some limitations including the pro-
longed encoding time besides robustness. On the other hand,
researchers [50] came up with a different idea to shuffle an
audio using 4D grid multi-wing hyper-chaotic key generated
before embedding using LSB to provide more security. Albeit
their method has a large key space providing more security,
it has a lengthy transmission time in addition to low hiding
capacity and low resolution.

Most prevailing methods does not consider embedding
in higher LSBs, viz up to 4th bits. This was proved by
researchers [15], [42] [51], [52] to reduce the outcome
of noise attacks yet for the price of less imperceptibility.
Researchers [42] work up to the 11th LSB to resist the
unintentional attacks. Although their attained PSNR is suf-
ficiently good, however these values when juxtapose with
prevailing schemes could have been ameliorated, besides
their NCC and BER are unsatisfactory. Also researchers [51]
hide up to 4th bit and attained high capacity and increased
robustness yet having limitedness imperceptibility. However,
their method lacks random embedding selection of samples
besides no encryption of secret message is used, and fur-
thermore it is tested only in .wav audios. On the other hand,
M.A. Ahmad et al. [52] hide in higher 8th LSB bits to improve
the robustness without having an effect on imperceptibility.
However, their method has low hiding capacity juxtapose to
standard LSB. Whereas Bharti et al. [15] split the processing
amplitude in the first 4th bits and the signs in the later 5th to 8th

LSB to achieve high embedding capacity. Their method also
withstand noise attacks, LSB attacks and re-sampling attacks.
Nonetheless, no steganalysis tests are performed.

Few techniques use adaptivity and dynamic allocation to
ameliorate the security. In fact, in a similar fashion of ref-
erence [46] of selecting the cover segment to embed the
secret message, researchers [53] use Diffie Hellman key
exchange to create the key based index for LSB insertion
to improve the security. Nevertheless, they have just tested
their method in .wav audios and did not verify it using any
metrics. Reference [20], in particular, selects the embedding
location and the secret bits adaptively by using the interval
in the audio and the threshold in variable low bit coding;
thus yielding variable hiding capacity. However, the achieved
SNR, in addition to the relative speed, are average compared
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to existing schemes. Moreover, further experiments should
be conducted to assert its efficiency. Another adaptive high
capacity method was presented by researchers [54], where
they adduce the idea which is later extended in [30] with
experimental testing. They proffer a progressive method that
is very adaptive to variable secret message sizes and able to
yield indistinguishable stego even with large payloads. They
utilize Huffman-encoding and AES-256 for compression and
encryption respectively. Their attained hiding capacity is 40%
while sustaining an SNR and PSNR of 40 and 58 dB respec-
tively. Howbeit, existing techniques achieve better SNR and
PSNR. Furthermore, the security of their method needs fur-
ther analysis to assure its strength, and they did not evaluate
it against prominent metrics.

Whilst the works summarized in this section are of obvious
value to audio steganography in the temporal domain, there
is, in our opinion, a gap in the literature. The absence of
adaptivity and dynamic allocation in the majority of prevail-
ing methods is blatant. Moreover, few methods select the
samples in a nondeterministic fashion to embed the secret
message. Even researchers [53] and [46] use simple methods
of selection and their methods need further verifications and
testing. Moreover, few research perform the embedding itself
in an unsystematic way, in addition to not considering higher
bits for embedding, which is proved to lessen noise attacks.
Consequently, the lack of randomness and adaptivity, in both
sample selection and embedding, is therefore making the
detection of secret messages easy. Furthermore, robustness,
noise attacks, and re-sampling attacks are the eminent dif-
ficulties prevailing in current audio steganography research.
More essentially, achieving high imperceptibility, capacity
and robustness concomitantly still needs scrutinization and
systematic investigation.

Hence, to prevail over the limitations of the aforemen-
tioned methods, we propound a chaotic random gener-
ated key based adaptive and unsystematic ameliorated LSB
audio steganography technique. In fact, the proposed method
selects one of the 4-LSBs randomly according to the gener-
ated PWLCMvalues and furthermore in an unsystematic cho-
sen samples. Take into account that the randomly generated
values are equal in length to the secret message making the
proposed method adaptive. Moreover, to add another layer of
security, the compressed secret message is encrypted using a
PWLCM key generated one-time pad. Hence, the embedding
process is nondeterministic and unforeseeable. Therefore, the
motivation of this work is to inaugurate an enhanced adap-
tive LSB audio steganography for concealing high capacity
secret text while achieving superb imperceptibility, as well as
security.

IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD
This section elucidates the proposed enhanced LSBPWLCM
method, explaining the preprocessing needed before the
actual embedding of the secret message. These comprises
the compression, and then the encryption with one-time pad.
Hence, the algorithms are outlined together with flowcharts

depicting the embedding and extraction processes. The gen-
eration of the random numbers using the chaotic PWLCM is
also expounded in an algorithm. Additionally, the one-time
pad encryption algorithm is delineated.

A. PREPROCESSING
To lessen the secret message size (Msg), Huffman algorithm
was performed as a preprocessing step. Minimizing the Msg
precipitates the undetectability of the secret message as it
improves the imperceptibility of the proposed method. How-
ever, if the existence of the message is verified, further action
is needed for protection. Hence, the Msg is encrypted using
one-time pad. To increase the security of the one-time pad,
random numbers are generated using PWLCM as an input,
as shown in algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 delineate the one-time
pad encryption. For simplicity, the plaintext message, the

Algorithm 1 Generating Random Numbers Using
PWLCM
Input: p, y, l

// p ∈ (0,0.5] & yn ∈ [0,1] are positive

control parameters and initial variables

// l is number of random numbers

Output: ArrayPWLCMl
// Array of PWLCM random numbers

1 Function PWLCM(p, y, l)
2 for i=1 to l do
3 if 0 ≤ yn−1 < p then
4 Yn = F(yn−1)= yn−1 ×

1
p

5 else if p ≤ yn−1 < 0.5 then
6 Yn = F(yn−1)= (yn−1 - p) ×

1
0.5−p

7 else if 0.5 ≤ yn−1 < 1 then
8 Yn = F(yn−1)= F(1 - yn−1)
9 end

10 end
11 End Function

Algorithm 2 Encrypting the Secret Message Msg
Using One-Time Pad
Input:Msg, ArrayPWLCM

// Array of random numbers generated by

PWLCM

Output:Msg
1 Function OneTimePad(Msg, ArrayPWLCM)
2 c=0
3 for i =1 to LengthOf(Msg) do
4 c[i] = mod(Msg[i] +y[i],28)
5 end

// Encrypting the message Msg by one-time

pad

6 End Function
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FIGURE 1. The proposed LSBPWLCM embedding algorithm flowchart.
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Algorithm 3 The Proposed LSBPWLCM Method Embedding Algorithm
Input: AF , Msg, MsgSize, PEmbExt , YEmbExt , PEncDec, YEncDec

// AF is the audio file

// Msg is the secret message

// MsgSize is the secret message size in bytes

// PEmbExt & YEmbExt are initial parameters for PWLCM to be used for embedding

// PEncDec & YEncDec are initial parameters for PWLCM to be used for encryption

Output: SF
// Stego file containing the compressed encrypted embedded secret message, Msg

1 Function EmbedMsg(AF, Msg, MsgSize, PEmbExt , YEmbExt , PEncDec, YEncDec)
2 Msg = Compress(Msg) // Compressing Msg using Huffman Algorithm

3 ArrayEncDecPWLCM = PWLCM(PEncDec,YEncDec,MsgSize) // Generating Random Numbers Using PWLCM for

encrypting Msg using One-TimePad

4 Msg = OneTimePad(Msg, ArrayEncDecPWLCM ) // Encrypting Msg using One-TimePad

5 Msg = BitsOf(Msg) // For simplicity, the secret message, the compressed, the encrypted, and the

bits of the compressed encrypted message are ALL referred to as Msg

6 ArrayEmbExtPWLCM =PWLCM(PEmbExt ,YEmbExt ,(MsgSize×8)) // Generating Random Numbers Using PWLCM for

embedding the bits of Msg

7 arrayIntegerOfRDN =IntOf(ArrayEmbExtPWLCM )
8 arrayIndexOfRDN =IndexOf(arrayIntegerOfRDN ) // Array of two rows, where the 1st row contains the

indexes and 2nd row contains the values

9 arraySortedIntRDN =SORT(arrayIndexOfRDN ) // Array of two rows, where the 1st row contains the indexes

and 2nd row contains the values

10 for i = 1 to (MsgSize×8) do
11 IndexRND = arraySortedIntRDN [1, i] // Choosing the index of the sample to embed inside, which is

in the 1st row of the ith array

12 Embed bit Msg[i] inside sample no. IndexRND // Embedding bit i inside a sample

13 IntRND = arraySortedIntRDN [2, i] // Choosing the value of the generated random number, which is in

the 2nd row of the ith array

// Conditions to choose which LSB inside the sample to embed in

14 if IntRND[i] mod 4 =0 then
15 Embed in the 1st LSB
16 else if IntRND[i] mod 4 =1 then
17 Embed in the 2nd LSB
18 else if IntRND[i] mod 4 =2 then
19 Embed in the 33d LSB
20 else if IntRND[i] mod 4 =3 then
21 Embed in the 4th LSB
22 end
23 end
24 Return Stego file, SF
25 End Function

Algorithm 4 Decrypting the Secret Message,Msg, Using One-Time Pad
Input:Msg, ArrayPWLCM
Output:Msg

1 Function OneTimePad(Msg, ArrayPWLCM)
2 c=0
3 for i =1 to LengthOf(Msg) do
4 c[i] = mod(Msg[i] - y[i],28)
5 end
6 End Function
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FIGURE 2. The proposed LSBPWLCM extraction algorithm flowchart.
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Algorithm 5 The Proposed LSBPWLCM Method Extraction Algorithm
Input: SF , MsgSize, PEmbExt , YEmbExt , PEncDec, YEncDec

// Stego file containing the compressed encrypted hidden secret message Msg

// MsgSize is the secret message size in bytes

// PEmbExt & YEmbExt are initial parameters for PWLCM to be used for extraction

// PEncDec & YEncDec are initial parameters for PWLCM to be used for decryption

Output:Msg
// Msg is the secret message

1 Function ExtractMsg(SF, MsgSize, PEmbExt , YEmbExt , PEncDec, YEncDec)
2 ArrayEmbExtPWLCM =PWLCM(PEmbExt ,YEmbExt ,(MsgSize×8)) // Generating Random Numbers Using PWLCM for

extracting the bits of Msg

3 arrayIntegerOfRDN =IntOf(ArrayEmbExtPWLCM )
4 arrayIndexOfRDN =IndexOf(arrayIntegerOfRDN ) // Array of two rows, where the 1st row contains the index

and 2nd row contains the value

5 arraySortedIntRDN =SORT(arrayIndexOfRDN ) // Array of two rows, where the 1st row contains the index

and 2nd row contains the value

6 for i = 1 to (MsgSize×8) do
7 IndexRND = arraySortedIntRDN [1, i] // Choosing the index of the sample to extract from, which is

in the 1st row of the ith array

8 IntRND = arraySortedIntRDN [2, i] // Choosing the value of the generated random number, which is in

the 2nd row of the ith array

// Extracting bit i of message from a sample

9 if IntRND[i] mod 4 =0 then
10 Msg[i] = Extract 1st LSB bit from sample no. IndexRND
11 else if IntRND[i] mod 4 =1 then
12 Msg[i] = Extract 2nd LSB bit from sample no. IndexRND
13 else if IntRND[i] mod 4 =2 then
14 Msg[i] = Extract 33d LSB bit from sample no. IndexRND
15 else if IntRND[i] mod 4 =3 then
16 Msg[i] = Extract 4th LSB bit from sample no. IndexRND
17 end
18 end
19 Msg = DecOf(Msg)
20 ArrayEncDecPWLCM = PWLCM(PEncDec,YEncDec,MsgSize) // Generating Random Numbers Using PWLCM for

decryption using One-TimePad

21 Msg = OneTimePad(Msg, ArrayEncDecPWLCM ) // Decrypting Msg using One-Time Pad

22 Msg = Decompress(Msg) // The Msg is decompressed using Huffman Algorithm

23 Return The secret message,Msg
24 End Function

compressed and the encrypted message are all referred to in
this research asMsg.

Note that the initial parameters of the PWLCM, namely
PEmbExt , YEmbExt , PEncDec, YEncDec and l, are all shared
between sender and recipient in a secure way, where l is
the secret message size. Noteworthy, that this solved the key
distribution problem of sending the whole chaotic sequences.

B. THE EMBEDDING PROCESS USING THE NOVEL
ENHANCED LSBPWLCM ALGORITHM
At first, random numbers are generated using PWLCM
and stored in an arrayPWLCM . These random numbers
are then converted into integer numbers and stored
in arrayIntegerOfRND before being indexed in a two-row

arrayIndexOfRND. After sorting these values in ascending
(or descending), arraySortedIntRDN is created. The values of
the first row, IndexRND, indicates the number of the sample
to embed in. Whereas the second row values, IntRND (which
are the integer values of random generated numbers) will
be used to choose which of the 4-LSBs inside the sample
to embed in. Hence, the secret message bits are embedded
in arbitrarily blocks of the cover file, and further according
to some computation on these IntRND values, also randomly
on one of the 4-LSBs using the traditional LSB technique.
Flowchart 1 and algorithm 3 expound the embedding process
of the novel proposed LSBPWLCM method.
It is noteworthy that every time a distinct PWLCM gener-

ated random number is used to produce the arraySortedIntRDN ,
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a different sample index and a different LSB (one of the
first 4-LSBs) will be arbitrarily chosen. This assuredly
yields an unpredictable nondeterministic embedding process
and hence certainly enhances the security of the proposed
LSBPWLCM method. Additionally, the array containing the
random generated numbers worthy of note is equal to the
secret MsgSize.

C. THE EXTRACTION PROCESS USING THE PROPOSED
ENHANCED LSBPWLCM ALGORITHM
The extraction of the secret message using the novel proposed
LSBPWLCM method is illuminated hereafter.

In the beginning, algorithm 1 is called with PEmbExt ,
YEmbExt and the MsgSize×8 to retrieve the bits of
the message. The integer values of the output array,
arrayEmbExtPWLCM is computed and stored in arrayIntegerOfRDN
and then indexed in another array, arrayIndexOfRDN . Finally,
this output is sorted into a two-rows arraySortIntRDN . This
two-rows array is utilized to extract the index of the sample
from the 1st row (IndexRND) and the value (IntRND) of the
generated random number from the 2nd row to be used to
know which of the first 4-LSBs to extract from. This final
process is repeated for each bit i of the secret message,
Msg. After extracting all the bits, their decimal values are
computed. Lastly, algorithm 1 is called again with PEncDec,
YEncDec to derive the parameters to be used to ultimately
decrypt the Msg using One-time pad as presented in algo-
rithm 4. In closing, Huffman algorithm is used to decompress
and produce the original secret message, Msg. Figure 2 and
algorithm 5 delineate the extraction process of the proposed
LSBPWLCM method.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses the experimental implementation of
the proposed LSBPWLCM method, where comprehensive
experiments were performed and compared with related
schemes.

A. PRELIMINARIES
The implementation of the proposed ameliorated LSBPWLCM
method is performed using MATLAB software version
R2020b. The experiments were tested on a laptop with Win-
dows 10, Core i5 processor with 2.5 GHz speed and 4 GB
for RAM.

Uncompressed six audio cover files from the GTZAN
dataset [55], [56] were used and their specifications are here-
after displayed in table 1.

TABLE 1. Cover audio files specification.

B. IMPERCEPTIBILITY ANALYSIS
Imperceptibility is the exactitude between the original audio
cover and the stego audio, as well as between the recon-
structed file and the secret message. This criterion signify
minimum distortion and is obversely to hiding capacity.
In specific, the sequel of superb hiding capacity is high
distortion and low imperceptibility [11], [14].

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method from
the facets of imperceptibility, the upcoming objective met-
rics were used, namely: Perceptual Evaluation of Speech
Quality (PESQ), Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality
(PEAQ), Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR), Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Percentage
Root Mean Square Difference (PRD) and Audio Fidelity.

1) ITU STANDARD PERCEPTUAL IMPERCEPTIBILITY
EVALUATIONS
Two standard perceptual evaluations were used in evaluat-
ing the perceptual imperceptibility, specifically PESQ and
PEAQ, which are hereby elucidated:

• Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality) (PESQ) PESQ
is used to gauge the sameness between the cover and
stego audios [57], [58]. The score varies in the inter-
val [1,4.5], where the value ’4.5’ attests the percep-
tual similarity of both cover and stego audios, whereas
’1’ shows dissimilarity. Actually, the acceptable rate of
PESQ must be ≥ 3.8 [15]. Graph 3 blatantly confirms
the high imperceptibility of the proposed LSBPWLCM
method as the values achieved on the six tested audios
range from 4.497 for female audio up to 4.5 for
vlobos, male, jazz and voce audios. Dialogue audio
attained a PESQ value of up to 4.499. Therefore, these
experimental results ratify that the proposed method is
efficacious.

• Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ) PEAQ
is another standardized algorithm for objectively evalu-
ating the imperceptibility of the audios [59]. It greatly
reduces the costly expenses and time-consuming efforts
associated in listening tests while having reliable results
and ease of use [60], [61], [62]. Its major output parame-
ter is the objective difference grade (ODG), which has an
interval of [0,-4]. When the ODG value is close to 0, the
better the sameness of the two audios. Graph 4 depicts
the PEAQ-ODG values for the different six audios using
various secret message sizes where all the values ranges
between -0.0225 (particularly for voice audio and 20KB
secret message) and -0.1053 (specifically for female
audio and 140KB secret message). Ergo, the proposed
method LSBPWLCM has a high imperceptibility and the
cover and stego audios are indistinguishable as presented
clearly in graph 4.

2) MEAN SQUARED ERROR (MSE)
The distortion in the audio is measured by MSE, which
is the average square differences between the cover and
stego audios. The unerring exactitude of the input and
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output signals is when MSE approaches zero, hence better
performance. It is measured in decibel (dB) as shown in
equation 2 [4], [13]:

MSE =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(s1i − s2i)2 (2)

where s1i and s2i are the ith samples of the input and output
signals, and

N is the number of signal samples.

3) PEAK SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO (PSNR)
PSNR guages in decibel (dB) the maximum signal to noise
ratio of an audio as presented by equation 3 [4], [13]:

PSNR = 10 log10
(2n − 1)2

MSE
(3)

where n is themaximumnumber of bits used to represent each
signal sample.

The lesser the MSE value, the superior the steganography
quality and vice versa. Additionally, as PSNR is inversely
proportional to MSE (see equation 3), hence the greater the
PSNR’s value, the better is the concealment quality, hence
less distortion.

4) SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (SNR)
Another measurement for the imperceptibility between the
cover and stego audios is the SNR (in dB) [63].

SNR measures the distortion in the imperceptibility
between two signals, input and output. Thus, it evaluates
the quality of the output signal after the embedding process
in decibels (dB) [63]. The International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry (IFPI) proclaims that the acceptable
value of SNR must be more than 20 dB. Actually, the greater
the SNR value implies indistinguishable stego from audio
file. It is specified below in equation 4 [4], [13], [20]:

SNR = 10 log10

∑N
i=1(s1i)

2∑N
i=1(s1i − s2i)2

(4)

where s1i and s2i are the ith samples of the input and output
signals, and N is the number of signal samples.

5) PERCENTAGE ROOT MEAN SQUARE DIFFERENCE (PRD)
PRD computes the percentage of root mean square differ-
ences between two audios. Its value ranges from 0 to 1,
where 0 being the perfect score. Equation 5 shows how it is
calculated:

PRD =

√∑
i=1(Xi − Yi)2∑

i=1(Xi)2
(5)

where Xi is the first signal and Yi is the second signal.

6) AUDIO FIDELITY
Equation 6 assesses the difference of samples bits between
cover and stego audios. Specifically, it is based on the number

of errors in the sample value, so very similar to MSE, and has
a value range of 0 to 1. Clearly, the superb imperceptibility,
the lesser the audio fidelity value. Figure 9 exhibits the audio
fidelity experimental results of the proposed LSBPWLCM
method. The lowest value was 0.004427 and the highest was
0.030524 for audio male. Evidently from figure 9, all values
achieved were very close to zero confirming the efficacy of
the proposed method and redoubtable high imperceptibility.

Audio Fidelity =

∑N
i=1(s1i − s2i)2∑N

i=1(s1i)2
(6)

where s1i and s2i are the ith samples of the cover and stego
audios signals, and N is the number of signal samples.

7) IMPERCEPTIBILITY ANALYSIS
Several experiments were carried out to test the impercepti-
bility of the proposed ameliorated LSBPWLCM method on six
various audios using different secret message sizes ranging
from 20KB to 140KB. The six audios were selected from
GTZAN dataset, namely voice, vlobos, jazz, dialogue, female
and male [55], [56]. First, the various secret message sizes
were compressed by Huffman algorithm. Next, random num-
bers are generated using PWLCM and these are then used
to embed the bits of the secret message in random blocks
using traditional LSB. In fact, according to the integer val-
ues of these generated random numbers, one of the 4-LSBs
inside a sample will be chosen to embed in depending on
a defined formula. And based on the index of these integer
converted random numbers, the sample is specified. Before
embedding, the secret message bits are encrypted using One-
time Pad, where the key is also randomly generated using
PWLCM. The audio sample may be represented in various
ways. Hence, to ensure the inclusiveness and efficacy of
the proposed method, the experimental tests were conducted
using two different ways; to be specific the audio samples are
first represented in the range [−1,1] and after that in the range
[0,65535]. The latter range representations were considered
in this research.

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 affirm that the proposed
method evince high imperceptibility.

Considering the standard perceptual evaluations, the graph
of figure 3 demonstrates that all six tested audios have a
PESQ value ≥ 4.497 which is achieved by female audio
file with a hiding capacity of 140KB while vlobos, male,
voice and Jazz all attained 4.5 value PESQ. This blatantly
affirms the imperceptibility of the proposed method even
with high capacity up to 173%. In comparison to traditional
LSB and 4-LSB methods, their PESQ attained values were
4.43 and 4.47 respectively. This assures the imperceptibility
of the proposed method. Moreover, the imperceptibility is
affected depending on the nature of the audio. Additionally,
from figure 4, it is very obvious that the proposed method
gave favorable results as all PEAQ-ODG where all very
close to 0. The values were ranging from -0.0225 (for voice
audio and 20KB secret message) to -0.1053 (for female audio
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FIGURE 3. Effect of the PESQ versus hiding capacity on the imperceptibility using several
secret message sizes and cover audios.

FIGURE 4. Effect of the PEAQ ODG versus hiding capacity on the imperceptibility using
various secret message sizes and cover audios.

and 140KB secret message) assuredly proclaiming its superb
imperceptibility. It is noteworthy that these values are con-
tingent on the nature of the audios and the embedded secret
message, where the smallest the secret message the better the
values as evident in graph 4.
Concerning the PSNR, values ranged from 86.1566 for

jazz and up to 94.5671 for dialogue, whereas the MSE values
varied from 1.397E-09 to 9.691E-09.

Clearly, figure 8 shows that all tested six audios has a
PRD value very close to 0. Specifically, the highest value was
0.0092 achieved by female and male audios when embedding
140KB. This PRD value is because of the nature of the audio
as other music nature audios achieved far less for the same
secret size. Whereas, audio dialogue attained the least value
which was 0.0034 when embedding a 20KB. However, all
PRD values were very nearly to zero. This further avers
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FIGURE 5. Effect of the MSE versus hiding capacity on the imperceptibility using several secret
message sizes and cover audios.

FIGURE 6. Effect of the PSNR versus hiding capacity on the imperceptibility using several secret
message sizes and cover audios.

the efficacy of the proposed method from imperceptibility
facet.

For all six audios, the SNR attained a minimum value of
80.4408 dB for audio male and a maximum of 90.6455 dB
for both voice and vlobos for various secret message
sizes.

Blatantly, the Huffman compression and the random selec-
tion of the blocks (samples) and the 4-LSBs for embedding
justifies the preservation of the imperceptibility of the pro-
posed method. Actually, the embedding position depends on
the PWLCM random generated numbers and the size of the
secret message, as elucidated in section IV. Ergo, there is no

significant distinguishable distortion to raise suspicion on the
actuality of embedded a secret message.

C. HIDING (EMBEDDING) CAPACITY (HC)
The proposed ameliorated LSBPWLCM method is character-
ized by having superlative hiding capacity. Hiding capacity
(also known as payload) is the percentage of the
secret message size to that of the cover file, as specified by
equation 7 [4], [13]:

Hiding Capacity (HC) =
Secret message size
Cover file size

× 100 (7)
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FIGURE 7. Effect of the SNR versus hiding capacity on the imperceptibility using several secret
message sizes and cover audios.

FIGURE 8. Effect of the PRD versus hiding capacity on the imperceptibility using several secret
message sizes and cover audios.

In specific, the LSB hiding capacity is given by equation 8,
as LSB embeds 8 bits per sample [4], [13]. For example,
in our tested audios, the number of samples is 661500. Ergo,
it should be capable to embed 82687.5 bytes only using
traditional LSB. Using Huffman compression algorithm, our
proposed LSBPWLCM method embedded 140 KB with high
imperceptibility, actually accomplishing an increase of up
to 173% compared to the traditional LSB. The compression
ratio using Huffman algorithm was found to be in the range
of 55% to 57.5% for 20KB to 140 KB secret messages

respectively.

Hiding Capacity for LSB =
number of samples

8
(8)

The embedding rate, on the other hand, is the percentage
of the secret message size to the number of samples, as given
by equation 9.

Embedding rate =
secret message size
number of samples

× 100 (9)
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FIGURE 9. Effect of the audio fidelity versus hiding capacity on the imperceptibility using several
secret message sizes and cover audios.

In our tested audios, the embedding rate was 143360/
661500 = 21.7% which is much higher compared to the
traditional LSB, which is only 12.5%.

Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between the SNR and
the hiding capacity of six tested audios. It is clearly shown
that the bigger the embedded secret message size, the lower
is the imperceptibility and vice versa.

D. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
Robustness refers to the ability to retrieve a secret message
successfully without or hardly few errors. It can be assessed
using bit error rate (BER) and normalized cross-correlation
(NCC) which are briefly elucidated hereafter.

1) BIT ERROR RATE (BER)
This metric unveils the percentage of the secret message bits
that was retrieved incorrectly, see equation 10 [5].

BER =

∑LM
x=1Mx ∨M ′x)

LM
× 100% (10)

where LM is the total message bits, x is the message bits
index, M is original message, M’ is extracted message bits
from stego image.

2) NORMALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION (NCC)
Equation 11 gives another well known method to evaluate the
sameness, which is NCC. Contrary to BER, the closer the
NCC value to 1, the vigorous the robustness of the stegano-
graphic method.

NCC
(
M ,M ′

)
=

∑QG
k=1M (k)M ′ (k)√∑QG

k=1M (k)2
√∑QG

k=1M
′ (k)2

(11)

where M and M’ are the initial and retrieved secret text
messages, respectively

QG is number of samples.

3) MESSAGE EXTRACTION TESTS
In the absence of attacks, the secret message was extracted
100% successfully using proposed LSBPWLCM method for
all tested audios using different message sizes. Similarly, all
audios gave NCC values of 1, confirming the efficiency of the
proposed method in extracting the secret message fully.

4) ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS WITH AN ATTACK
Recall that robustness is the capability to resist adverse con-
ditions. Specifically in Steganography, it means retrieving the
hidden secret message fully or with passable distortion after
intentional attacks, like AWGN, LSB attack and resampling
attack. Hereby, these deliberate attacks are briefly discussed,
together with their robustness tests on the proposed method.

• LSB Attack The LSB bits are altered in an unsystematic
way, i.e. from ’0’ to ’1’ or contrariwise. Due to the nature
of the proposed method, it was not resistant to LSB
attack, as any modification to an LSB will cause the full
recovery of the original audio deemed difficult.

• AWGNattackThis is absolutely attachingwhite gaussian
noise to stego audios resulting in distortion. Alike to
the intentional LSB attack, the proposed method did not
withstand this attack due to its essential characteristics
of embedding choices.
However, hiding in one of the first 4-LSBs in an adap-
tive way, depending on the PWLCM random generated
numbers, will certainly reduce the effect of noise attacks.
Nonetheless, the proposed novel LSBPWLCM method
used Huffman compression to reduce the secret message
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size and hence increase the hiding capacity. Moreover,
it has high imperceptibility and security. Nevertheless,
if compression was not used, it would have resisted
the LSB attacks and AWGN attack due to the adap-
tive embedding in audio samples up to the 4th LSBs.
The adaptive selection is made nondeterministic using
PWLCM random generated numbers. Hence, any noise
attack is inevitable as after decompressing, the secret
message might be distorted. Therefore, the proposed
method inclined to the high capacity, imperceptibility
and security.

• Re-sampling Attack Re-sampling requires adjusting the
samples from 16,000 to 8,000 and then backwards to
16,000 again before transmitting the stego audio. This
might change the bits of the retrieved secret message [4],
[64]. Experimental tests were performed on the six
audios, and the stegos were resampled from 16 KHz
to 8 KHz and afterwards back to16 KHz again. The
PESQ and BER of the original stegos and the resampled
ones for each audio type gave 4.5 and 100% respectively
for all audios and the secret messages were retrieved
successfully.
Moreover, when comparing each resampled stego with
its original cover audio with respect to PESQ and Audio
Fidelity, the results were exactly similar to those of
figures 3 and 9 correspondingly. This patently gave
credence to the efficiency of the proposed method.

E. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Hereafter, the security of the proposed method is scrutinized
from three different aspects.

1) SECURITY OF THE PROPOSED LSBPWLCM METHOD
As mentioned earlier, the PWLCM algorithm generates dif-
ferent random numbers each a time. As these were utilized
in generating arraySortedIntRDN (see algorithm 3), which is
used for sample and LSB selection for embedding, hence
obviously a distinct sample is chosen every time and con-
sequently a differing erratic LSB (one of the 4-LSBs) will
be selected. Blatantly, the proposed LSBPWLCM method has
an unforeseeable nondeterministic embedding process, ergo
ameliorating its security.

2) SECURITY OF PWLCM
The control parameters of PWLCM, namely p and yn evolve
into a chaotic state, and p can act as a secret key, see algo-
rithm 1. Consequently, the PWLCM system has a constant
invariant distribution and superb ergodicity, confusion and
determinacy. Therefore, it can provide a superlative random
sequence that is appropriate for a cryptosystem [65], [66].
Ergo, it is utilized to boost the security of one-time pad by
generating the input key using PWLCM. Furthermore, the
above mentioned characteristics also ensure the unsystematic
approach of choosing the samples and LSBs inside these
samples to embed. This clearly proclaims the randomness and
indeterministic embedding process of the proposed method.

3) RESISTANCE TO BRUTE FORCE ATTACK
The brute force attacker attempts to try all the different possi-
ble number of keys. The input to the embedding process using
the proposed LSBPWLCM method is the setMsgSize, PEmbExt ,
YEmbExt , PEncDec, YEncDec among the audio file, AF , and the
secret message, Msg. Besides the MsgSize, these are initial
parameters to the PWLCM, which are all double-precision
numbers. Hence, if the computational precision of each of
PEmbExt , YEmbExt , PEncDec, YEncDec is 10−16, then the key
space is greater than 1016 × 1016 × 1016 × 1016 × MsgSize
and is therefore given by equation 12 below:

Key Space of LSBPWLCM ≥ 1064 ×MsgSize (12)

Ergo, the proposed LSBPWLCM method has an immense
ample key space to resist all sorts of brute-force attacks,
ensuring its effectiveness.

F. STEGANALYSIS TESTS
The proposed LSBPWLCM method was evaluated against ste-
ganalysis tests and the results are hereafter discussed.

1) HISTOGRAM ATTACK
Forty two experiments using six different cover audios and
various secret message sizes were performed to examine
histogram attack as illustrated in graph 10. The histogram
error between the original audio cover and the stego audio
constructed by the proposed LSBPWLCM method was evalu-
ated by Histogram Error Rate (HER) using equation 13. The
graph clearly shows that all HER for all six audios are very
close to zero. Furthermore, figure 11 shows the graphical
representation of the histograms of original audio before and
after embedding a 100 KB secret message size using five
different cover audios. These surely affirms that the proposed
method is resistant to histogram attacks.

HER =

∑N
i=1(Hisc − Hiss)2∑N

i=1His
2
c

(13)

whereHisc andHiss are histograms of cover and stego audios

TABLE 2. The difference ratio for the fourth first moments for distinct
cover audios using 140KB secret message.

2) FOURTH FIRST MOMENTS
Fourth First Moments is a statistical evaluation that evince
the differences between cover and stego audios. They are
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FIGURE 10. Effect of HER versus hiding capacity on imperceptibility using several secret message
sizes and cover audios.

namely, average (µ), variance (σ ), Skewness (sk), and kur-
tosis (k), which yields the nature of function distribution,
see equations 14, 15, 16, and 17 respectively. The proposed
LSBPWLCM method is evaluated by calculating the differ-
ence ratio (DR) which represents the absolute value of the
difference of each of these four moments, as presented in
equation 18. DR values approaching zero testify that the pro-
posed method is resistant to statistical analysis [13]. Table 2
shows clearly the superiority of our proposed LSBPWLCM
method when 140KB secret message is embedded, where all
difference ratios of the fourth first moments are very close to
zero.

µ =

∑n
i=1 Si
n

(14)

σ 2
=

∑n
i=1(Si − µ)2

(n− 1)
(15)

sk =

∑n
i=1(Si − µ)3

(n− 1)σ 3 (16)

k =

∑n
i=1(Si − µ)4

(n− 1)σ 4 (17)

Difference Ration (DR) =

∣∣∣∣ (fmc − fms)
(fmc

∣∣∣∣ × 100 (18)

where fmcandfms are any fourth first moments of a cover and
stego audios, respectively

G. COMPARISON WITH RELATED SCHEMES
The proposed method is juxtaposed with recent related
schemes to highlight its overall potential with respect to ITU
standard imperceptibility PESQ and PEAQ, imperceptibility
(specifically SNR, MSE and PSNR), hiding capacity, key
space, HER and DR of the Fourth First Moments. In par-
ticular, comparisons were made with related schemes [4],

[13], [15], [22], [30], [45], [46], [47], [48], [50], [52], [67],
[68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75] according to
their published results. Noteworthy, all the above mentioned
researchers used GTZAN dataset.

1) ITU STANDARD PERCEPTUAL IMPERCEPTIBILITY
EVALUATIONS COMPARISONS
When evaluating using the standard PESQ, it is proved that
the cover and stego audios are indistinguishable. This is
evident in table 3, as it showed that our method is resis-
tant to re-sampling attacks and having an ideal PESQ value
of 4.5.

TABLE 3. Comparison of the PESQrsec&sec values for re-sampling attacks
and the randomness of the hiding process with related schemes.

Furthermore, table 4 compares the PEAQ ODG values
between the proposed method and related schemes [69], [70],
[71] for varying secret message sizes. Knowing that the closer
PEAQ ODG value to 0, the better the similitude of the two
audios. Table 4 testifies that our method outcompetes these
methods having PEAQ ODG values closer to zero and thus
affirms superlative imperceptibility.
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FIGURE 11. Histogram error rates for different audios and their corresponding stego audios using 100KB Msg.

TABLE 4. Comparison of the PEAQ ODG values of the proposed LSBPWLCM method with related schemes using different secret message sizes.

TABLE 5. Comparison of the MSE, PSNR, SNR and HC values for the proposed method with related schemes.

2) IMPERCEPTIBILITY COMPARISONS
With regard to MSE, our proposed method excels the pre-
vailing methods as evident from table 5 and figure 12, which
shows comparisons with recent researches.

Table 5 shows a general comparison of the PSNR val-
ues attained by related schemes compared to our method.

Regarding PSNR imperceptibility with specific audios, our
proposed method outperforms related scheme [47] achieving
a PSNR of 94.5671 dB using Dialogue and 20KB secret
message compared to 54.089 dB by [47]. Graphs 13 and 14
patently illustrate that the proposed LSBPWLCM method pre-
vails over research [47] using Dialogue and Vlobos audios
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FIGURE 12. MSE values for proposed and conventional related audio steganography schemes.

FIGURE 13. PSNR values for audio dialogue for proposed LSBPWLCM method and Prakash Rao and Jyothi [47].

respectively, and hence successfully preserved the stego
imperceptibility.

Continuing with imperceptibility, looking into the gen-
eral SNR results reported by recent researches, table 5 and
figure 15 constitute evidence that our method was effec-
tive and superior to related schemes. To be specific, it is
very clear from figure 15 that the proposed method outcom-
petes the recent 2022 researches of Abood et al. [48] and

Manjunath et al. [46] as they accomplish an average of
60.6343 dB and 29.202 SNR respectively, albeit our proposed
method procured 90.6455dB.

Particularly, considering hiding small secret message sizes
of 1KB to 5KB on the 4-LSB, figures 16 and 17 mani-
festly reveals that the proposed method outcompetes the SNR
results of [67] using specifically Jazz and Vlobos audios
respectively.
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FIGURE 14. PSNR values for audio Vlobos for proposed LSBPWLCM method and Prakash Rao and Jyothi [47].

FIGURE 15. SNR values for proposed and conventional related audio steganography schemes.

Specifically, comparison with Vlobos from GTZAN
dataset, our proposed method had an SNR of 90.6455 dB,
whereas research [13] obtains only 71dB. Actually, for dia-
logue, female, and jazz audios, our method also performed
much better compared to research [13] affirming its efficacy,
as displayed in figure 18.

Table 6 juxtapose the PRD values of the proposed method
with related work Ali et al. [13] specifically for audios Dia-
logue, female and Jazz. To our knowledge, this is the only
research we found that gauged PRD values. Indubitably, our

results are very close to zero and are excellent compared to
their published results.

3) HIDING CAPACITY COMPARISONS
Regarding hiding capacity, research [68] was able to embed
up to 45.65% payload utilizing jazz cover and achieved an
SNR of 51.09 dB. On the other hand, Ali et al. [13] enhances
the hiding capacity to 100%while having an SNR of 73.6 dB.
Our method successfully inflated up to 173% of payload,
whereas realizing an SNR of 90.4098 dB for jazz audio
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FIGURE 16. SNR values for proposed method juxtaposed with Saroha and Singh [67] using Jazz audio.

FIGURE 17. SNR values for proposed method compared with Saroha and Singh [67] using Vlobos audio.

TABLE 6. Comparison of PRD values for the proposed method with
related scheme Ali et al. [13].

and SNR equivalent to 90.6455 dB for voice audio. It is
noticeable that [4] attains the same increase in hiding capacity

TABLE 7. Comparison of BER and NCC values for the proposed method
with related scheme [15] and [71].

as ours. Table 5 and figure 15 demonstrate the hiding capacity
of different schemes juxtaposed with our proposed method.
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FIGURE 18. SNR values for proposed LSBPWLCM method and Ali et al. [13] 2018.

TABLE 8. Comparison of key space of the proposed LSBPWLCM method and related schemes.

Clearly, our proposed LSBPWLCM method surpassed them
with respect to hiding capacity.

4) ROBUSTNESS COMPARISONS OF BER AND NCC
The BER and NCC attained results of the proposed method
is compared with those published by researches [15] and [71]
as demonstrated table 7. The table presents the results specif-
ically for male, female and vlobos audios. It is evident that
our method outperforms those methods where BER values
were all 100%, and NCC values are all 1’s, where the secret
messages are all extracted accurately.

5) KEY SPACE COMPARISONS
Concerning security, table 8 depicted that the proposed
LSBPWLCM method can withstand brute force attacks as its
key space has considerable size of ≥ 1064 × MsgSize. Ergo,
as can be seen from the comparisons with researches [4], [13]
and [50], it is dominating prevailing schemes. Moreover, its
key space depends on the size of the message,MsgSize.

6) STEGANALYSIS TESTS COMPARISONS
Analogously, table 9 proclaims better resistance to statistical
analysis compared to existent schemes concerning HER. Our

TABLE 9. Comparison of the histogram error rate (HER) of the proposed
LSBPWLCM Method with related schemes using 100KB secret message.

proposed method achieved values closer to zero than those
attained by other researches.

Apparently, also the eminent efficiency of the proposed
method can be noticed in table 10 as all DR values are very
close to zero and far better than all achieved by prevailing
schemes using different audios. Tables 9 and 10 assuredly
confirms the resistance of our method to statistical analysis
attacks.
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TABLE 10. Comparison of the difference ratio for the fourth first moments of the proposed LSBPWLCM method with related schemes using 140KB secret
message.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a novel LSBPWLCM method that
enhances LSB audio steganography. Initially, the secret mes-
sage is lessened using Huffman algorithm, in addition to
being encrypted using one-time pad with a key generated
using PWLCM thus achieving a dual protection. Actually,
the use of PWLCM strengthen the security of one-time pad
by ensuring random key generation and large key space,
besides only the initial conditions and the system parameters
are interchanged in lieu of the complete chaotic sequences
solving the key distribution problem. Furthermore, PWLCM
was used to generate random numbers which were then con-
verted to integers and sorted in an array to be utilized to select
random samples for embedding. Also, the integer values of
these random generated numbers are further used to select
one of the 4-LSBs using a modulo operation. Hence, the
embedding is done in arbitrarily blocks in an unsystematic
and indeterministic way, and even the choice of the 4-LSBs
inside these blocks was also performed in an unforeseen
fashion.

The novel LSBPWLCM method was evaluated using two
ITU standard perceptual imperceptibility tests, specifically
PESQ and PEAQ. In the absence of attack, a range of 4.497 to
4.5 PESQ values were achieved by our proposed method
which evince the sameness of the cover and stego audios.
Additionally, all PEAQ ODG values were very close to zero
even when juxtaposed with current schemes were beyond
comparison. Moreover, from the facets of imperceptibility,
MSE, PSNR, SNR, PRD and Audio Fidelity imperceptibil-
ity tests were also performed. The results were propitious
compared to prevailing schemes, where SNR ranges from
80.4408 dB to 90.6455 dB which are well above the accept-
able 30 dB and surely attest the superb imperceptibility of
our proposed method. Furthermore, it successfully inflated
its payload up to 173% and thus affirmed its superiority
concerning hiding capacity. Albeit, it proved its resistance
to re-sampling attacks, it did not withstand LSB and AWGN
attacks due to its essential features of embedding choices.
In the case of resampling attack, all BER rates and NCC
achieved were 100% and 1’s respectively confirming the
accurate extraction of the secret messages. In the absence of
attack, the quality of the extracted secret message signifies

similitude with the original secret message as was obvious
with the achieved NCC and BER values. The stego audios
were scrutinized against statistical analysis tests and testified
great resistance even beyond comparison to existent schemes.
It achieved an HER as low as 1.19325E-05 for voice audio
whilst all the difference ratios for the Fourth First Moments
were very close to zero thus surpassing all prevailing tech-
niques. Furthermore, our proposed method was analyzed
from the facet of security and has a prodigious sufficient
key space to resist all types of brute-force attacks. The effi-
cacious results of the proposed novel LSBPWLCM method
affirmed its superiority to prevailing schemes and proved its
efficacy.

For future work, alternate techniques in instead of
PWLCM may be scrutinized to attain great results.

APPENDIX A IMPLEMENTING THE EMBEDDING
ALGORITHM OF THE PROPOSED LSBPWLCM METHOD
This section elucidates the embedding of the proposed
LSBPWLCM method.
First, random numbers are generated using PWLCM

and stored in an arrayPWLCM . The bits of the secret
message are embedded in random blocks of the cover
file using the traditional LSB technique according to the
index of arrayPWLCM after sorting it in an ascending
(or descending) order. Algorithm 3 details the embedding
process.

The following specifications are used:
• Cover file (CF) size = 24 samples (where each sample is
8 bits)

• The initial parameters to generate random numbers for
embedding using PWLCM are:

y=0.879 and p=0.314525;
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• Secret message (Msg)=‘‘ms’’
ASCII code of ‘‘m’’ =109
ASCII code of ‘‘s’’ =115
Hence, ‘‘m’’ = ‘‘01101101’’ and ‘‘s’’=‘‘01110011’’
Therefore, ‘‘ms’’=‘‘0110 1101 0111 0011’’

Noteworthy, these sizes were chosen for simplicity. More-
over, the index calculation of CF is made to start from
1 because of the nature of the function, as it will not have
a value of zero.

By converting the random numbers generated by PWLCM
to integer numbers, the resulting arrayIntegerOfRDN is
produced.

Then, the integer random numbers are sorted into ascend-
ing or descending to produce arraySortedIntRDN after being
indexed. Note that if the array was sorted in ascending or
descending, the same action will done in extraction.

Now the embedding will be performed according to
arraySortedIntRDN . That is to say, the 1st bit (shown in red)
of the Msg will be inserted in the first sample, the 2nd bit
in the second sample, the 3rd in sample no. 13, the 4th in
sample no. 11, and so on based on the index (of the sample)
of the sorted arraySortedIntRDN (indicated in blue ). Inside the
sample (byte), one of the four LSB bits is chosen according
to the integer value of the converted random number, IntRND
(presented in orange), and the following equation 19:

LSBinsideSample =


1stLSB ifIntRNDmod 4 = 0
2ndLSB ifIntRNDmod 4 = 1
3rdLSB ifIntRNDmod 4 = 2
4thLSB ifIntRNDmod 4 = 3

(19)

The following steps clarify the embedding process:

• Embedding the 1st bit ofMsg:
The first value of IntRND in arraySortedIntRDN is 0. Hence,
IntRND mod 4 = 0 mod 4 =0 ⇒ the 1st bit ofMsg which
is 0 will be embedded in the 1st sample, in 1stLSB,
as illustrated in CFSampleEmbedding.

• Embedding the 2nd bit ofMsg:
The second value of IntRND in the arraySortedIntRDN is 0.
Hence,
IntRND mod 4 = 0 mod 4 =0 ⇒ the 2nd bit ofMsg which
is 1 will be embedded in the 2nd sample, in 1stLSB,
as illustrated in CFSampleEmbedding.

• Embedding the 3rd bit ofMsg:
The third value of IntRND in the ArraySortedIntRDN is 25.
Hence,
IntRND mod 4 = 25 mod 4 =1⇒ the 3rd bit ofMsgwhich
is 1 will be embedded in sample number 13 (as indicated
by the sorted index), in the 2ndLSB, as illustrated in
CFSampleEmbedding.
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• Embedding the 4th bit ofMsg:
The fourth value of IntRND in the ArraySortedIntRDN is 32.
Hence,
IntRND mod 4 = 32 mod 4 =0⇒ the 4th bit ofMsgwhich
is 0 will be embedded in sample number 11 (as indicated
by the sorted index), in the 1stLSB, as illustrated in
CFSampleEmbedding.

• Embedding the 5th bit ofMsg:
The fifth value of IntRND in the ArraySortedIntRDN is 45.
Hence,
IntRND mod 4 = 45 mod 4 =1⇒ the 5th bit ofMsgwhich
is 1 will be embedded in sample number 3 (as indicated
by the sorted index), in the 2ndLSB, as illustrated in
CFSampleEmbedding.

• Embedding the 11th bit ofMsg:
Continuing this way, the eleventh value of IntRND in the
ArraySortedIntRDN is 171. Hence,
IntRND mod 4 = 171 mod 4 =3 ⇒ the 11th bit of Msg
which is 1 will be embedded in sample number 6 (as
indicated by the sorted index), in the 4thLSB, as illus-
trated in CFSampleEmbedding.

• Embedding all the bits ofMsg:
Sustaining this way, all theMsg bits are embedded in CF
sample as demonstrated in CFSampleEmbedding.
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